
BISHOPS CLYST PARISH COUNCIL - TRAFFIC & PARKING GROUP 

 

Minutes of a meeting on Thursday 29 April 2021 at 19:30 by Zoom 

 
At the start of the meeting Ray reported the sad passing of former group member Ted 
Tommans-Porter last week following a heart attack. A minute’s silence was observed as a 
mark of respect for Ted and in recognition of his helpful contributions to our earlier discussions. 
Ray will send a card of condolence to his widow on behalf of the T&PG members. 
 
1. Present  
 
Ray Steer-Kemp (RSK) (Chairman) and Chris Scanes (CS) – Bishops Clyst PC and T&PG 
Paul Dunn (PD) and Bob Crowe-Swords (BCS) – co-opted to T&PG 
Barrie Pearce (BP) – Farringdon PC  
Mike Howe (MH) – EDCC District and Parish Councillor (part meeting only) 
    
2.  Apologies 
 
MH apologised for being late joining the meeting due to conflicting prior commitments. 
 
3. Minutes of previous meetings 
 
The minutes of our meeting on 16 March 2021 were approved. 
 
4. Ray Bloxham 
 
RSK noted that Ray Bloxham will be standing down as a County Councillor at the local 
elections on 06 May. Ray has made a very helpful contribution to the work of the T&PG over 
the years, and in particular with the preparation of our detailed report in December 2019. His 
colleague Sarah Randall-Johnson will be standing for re-election along with Tom Hobson as 
Conservative councillors, and it is important that the T&PG establishes a close relationship 
with them, or whoever wins the two DCC seats, to support our work. RSK will send a personal 
note of thanks to Ray on behalf of our members. 
 
5. BCPC letter to DCCH 
 
No response or acknowledgement has been received from Will Pratt to the PC’s letter which 
was sent on 06 April. This was copied to our local MP Simon Jupp by Ray Bloxham. If no 
response is received by the end of May RSK will ask the PC to send a chaser and to ask 
Simon Jupp to follow this up. 
 
6.  Correspondence received by BCPC 
 
a. Penny Hacking (PH) 
 
PH has written to the PC raising concerns for the safety of her daughter who currently walks 
to her employment at Hill Pond along a section of the A3052 from Westpoint where there is 
no proper footpath. She would like to see a footpath provided and a reduction in speed limit. 
Unfortunately there is little support the T&PG can offer PH on the footpath issue as there is 
an adequate bus service available which would be much safer for her daughter, but we can 
assure her that we are pressing as hard as we can for a reduction in speed limit to 40mph. 
 
b. David Lambert (DL) 
 
DL and his family live at Winslade Barton which fronts onto to A376 dual carriageway. They 
are keen cyclists and wish to see a proper path from the lower WPA junction to the speed limit 



de-restriction sign opposite their entrance to enable them to stand off the carriageway while 
waiting to cross. They also request stricter enforcement of the 40mph speed limit at this point. 
The group suggests that DL’s concerns are passed on to Simon Bates at DCC who deals with 
the Clyst Valley Cycle Trail. However, proper access to Winslade Barton should have been 
provided as part of the original development at the planning stage. As this was not done at 
that time, in the group’s view it is unrealistic to ask DCCH to incur this significant expense now 
for limited individual benefit. 
 
7.  Parking by shop / Manor Park 
 
This issue has been discussed on a number of occasions in the past and has also been 
referred to Simon Jupp. Camera surveillance is one possibility which has been considered, 
but this would require active monitoring by DCC which is unlikely to be available. The warden 
visits once a week at present and issues a number of tickets. MH said that a large proportion 
of these seem to be to local residents rather than to visitors in the shop – possibly because 
the shoppers tend to stay for less than the minimum 10 minutes required for issuing a ticket. 
The only practical solution may be to ask the enforcement agency to provide more frequent 
warden visits. 
 
8. Use of PC car parks 
 
A complaint has been made to the PC that a resident in Frog Lane regularly parks his camper 
van in the lower car park for long periods, sometimes covered by a tarpaulin which suggests 
a degree of permanence. This is a clear breach of the signed restrictions which limit parking 
to a maximum of 2 hours and prohibit camper vans. It was agreed that the PC should send 
the owner a polite letter pointing out that this use is in breach of their parking regulations and 
requesting that the offending vehicle be removed. Some doubt was expressed as to whether 
the owner would take any notice of this, but it is worth a try as the first step. 
 
9.  Clyst Valley Trail – route option appraisal 
 
This was the subject of lengthy discussion. There are fairly serious problems with all of the 8 
routes proposed, none of which are at all practical for the reasons already noted in the 
appraisal (among others). From a combination of the options suggested, the least intrusive 
course might be to follow the yellow route up alongside Bishops Court Lane across the top 
field to the eastern boundary of Halland, then the pink route to the north eastern corner of the 
playing field, then the light blue route down the eastern boundary of that field and along the 
southern boundary of the Village Hall car park, then the green route down to opposite Rydon 
Motors, then the dark blue route to the roundabout and over to the bottom of WPA where it 
would meet the red route (shown as “Main Line” on the plan). This would avoid the following 
serious problems: 
 

 the already heavily congested and narrow Frog Lane and Village Street (green route); 
 the newly constructed play park by the Village Hall (orange route); 
 the footpath from the toucan crossing down to WPA along the narrow and right angled 

alleyway between 39 and 41 WPA (red route); and 
 crossing WPA itself against the heavy flow of traffic using that road as a rat run (red 

route). 
 
If possible an alternative route altogether avoiding the Village would be preferred. 
 
The meeting noted with concern the comments in the appraisal under “Option 5 (dark blue)” 
regarding the possibility of erecting traffic signals on the CSM roundabout, which is summarily 
dismissed as “not feasible with the amount of traffic using the A376 & A3052”. The T&PG most 
strongly rejects this argument as improvements to this roundabout – including possible 
signalling – have been considered in both the past and the present Exeter Transport Strategy. 
Such improvements are fundamental to the safety concerns detailed in the T&PG’s traffic 
report of December 2019 which was presented to DCC in February 2020. The use of this part 



of the dark blue route for the Clyst Valley Trail could lend financial support to the roundabout 
improvements which the group has been recommending. 
 
10. AOB 
 
a. Greenspire footpath 
 
BCS asked whether it would be possible to provide a temporary path from Greenspire to the 
Village while the somewhat lengthy formalities of the agreed path are dealt with. There are 
significant dangers inherent in the ongoing pedestrian use of the existing A3052 footpath. BCS 
will raise this with James Leverton. 
 
b. Cost of “Access Only” Traffic Order for WPA 
 
As no response has been received from Helen Selby to the group’s request for this information 
PDD suggested that a follow-up letter should be sent. RSK will ask the PC clerk to chase this 
up. 
 
 
RSK thanked everybody for attending and the meeting closed at 20:50. 


